Tags 4 You Halloween Sucker Holder
Stamp Sets:

Tags 4 You #131820 (wood) #131823 (clear)

Ink:

Old Olive Classic Stampin’ Pad #126953
Basic Black Stampin’ Write Marker #100082

Card Stock:

Very Vanilla #101650
Basic Black #121045
Pumpkin Pie #105117
Old Olive #100702
Modern Medley Designer Series Paper #126926

Accessories: Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine #113439
Apothecary Accents Framelits #127003
Magnetic Platform #130658
Label Bracket Punch #132153
Black & Orange Stampin’ Glitter #132206 (orange used)
Paper-Piercing Tool #126189
Simply Scored Scoring Tool #122334
Pumpkin Pie 1/8” Taffeta Ribbon #119253
2-Way Glue Pen #100425
1/8” Circle Punch (retired)

Dimensionals #104430
Sticky Strip #104294
Paper Snips #103579
Bone Folder #102300
Snail Adhesive #104332
Candy Sucker (non-Stampin’ Up!)

Cutting Dimensions:
Basic Black Card Stock
Copy Paper
Pumpkin Pie Card Stock
Old Olive Card Stock
Designer Series Paper
Very Vanilla Card Stock
Ribbon

---------------

5 ¼” x 3 ¼” (cut 2)
“ “ “
½” x 3”
7/8” x 3”
3/8” x 3”
2 ¼” x 3”
14”

Assembly Instructions: (It’s helpful to read through all instructions before beginning.)
1. Layer one piece of Basic Black card stock and copy paper, then die-cut with the largest label
from the Apothecary Accents Framelits. Be sure to use the Magnetic Platform with
Framelits…it’s so much easier!! Then die-cut remaining piece of Basic Black card stock.
Sandwich as follows(from bottom to top):

Magnetic Platform
Cutting Pad
Card Stock/Copy Paper
Framelit (with ridged cutting edge down)
Cutting Pad

2. Fold the copy paper in half to form a center mark and then unfold. Layer one Basic Black
label under the copy paper label. Using the Scoring Tool, lay the labels so that one pointed
side is against the guide on the left of the tool, while lining up the crease with one of the score
lines. This will ensure that the label is straight up and down.
3. Determine where the label needs to be cut and scored depending on the size of the sucker
you’re using. I used Jolly Rancher Caramel Apple Lollipops, so I scored at the the 3” mark
through both layers. Then score again at the 3 ¼” mark. Do the same for the remaining Basic
Black label.
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4. Cut along the 3 ¼” score line on both Basic Black labels. Layer the two larger remaining
pieces together and punch two 1/8” circles approximately ½” from the pointed edge of the
labels.
5. Fold along the score lines on each label. Use Sticky Strip to adhere the two labels together.
6. Ink the “trick or treat” stamp with the Old Olive ink pad, then use the brush tip of the Basic
Black marker to add color to the center and edges of the stamp before stamping onto the
Very Vanilla card stock. Punch image with the Label Bracket Punch.
Optional: If you’d like to add a little bling, use the Two-Way Glue Pen around the edges of the
stamped label and then sprinkle with Orange Glitter. Let set to dry for a few minutes.
7. Adhere the Pumpkin Pie and Designer Paper strips to the Old Olive strip with SNAIL Adhesive.
Then adhere to the center of the sucker holder. Trim sides even with the edges of the label.
8. Adhere the stamped image over the center of the strips with a Dimensional.
9. If the sucker you’re using has a plastic cover larger than the label, trim the corners/sides so
they don’t show when inside the holder. Fold the holder over the sucker and thread ribbon
through the holes and tie a bow to secure.
Your Halloween Treat is finished…Enjoy!!
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